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Thursday 1st February – Theoretical aspects: What does the 'relational outlook' consist of in
sociology?
2:30pm - 6:30pm – Via Nirone, 15 – Room N.110
Introducing the works: Giancarlo Rovati
Chair: Giovanna Rossi
Pierpaolo Donati
Ivo Colozzi

The sociological outlook: when, how and why is it relational?
Interaction, transaction, relation. Ideas to further the comparison between
Emirbayer and Donati
Elzbieta Halas
Discovering the relational relevance of reciprocity
Donatella Bramanti – Giovanna Rossi
Thinking for generations: the contribution of relational sociology
Fabio Ferrucci
Which relational breakthrough in the field of disability studies? New
perspectives on theory and policy
Pablo Garcia Ruiz
The emergence of crowdsourcing as a relational work

Friday 2nd February – New 'research and relational practice' pathways
9am - 1pm
Workshop 1: Sociological research from a relational perspective (for PhD students and young
researchers)
Largo Gemelli, 1 – Room G.153
Chair: Lucia Boccacin
Maria Letizia Bosoni
Sara Nanetti
Alice Zanchettin

The challenge of familiarisation in the PAN Consortium: research with and
for families into early childhood services
The crisis of European citizenship from a relational perspective
Separated fathers: personal and social reflexivity

Matteo Moscatelli – Elisabetta Carrà
Analysing social capital from a relational perspective: a pilot survey of
families with children and preadolescents in Novara
Simone D'Alessandro Relational sociology and the doctor-nurse-patient relationship
Federica Duca
The city seen relationally: beyond defined urban categories and segregation
Lorenzo Bruni
Relational dynamics of shame. Theory and case studies
Workshop 2: Aspects and practical applications of relational sociology
Largo Gemelli, 1 – Room G.052
Chair: Paolo Terenzi
Francesco Marcaletti – Rita Cavallotti
The operationalisation of functional intergenerational solidarity in the
family unit. Findings from research carried out in Spain
Pier Paolo Bellini
Relations, trust, fulfilment: postmodern short circuits
Daniela Bandelli
Relations in the feminist discourse regarding surrogate motherhood.
Towards which cultural model of procreation?
Tiziana Tarsia
Relational practices in second-line reception systems: exit paths of the
beneficiaries
Federica Bertocchi
Bullying: a relational phenomenon
Maria Luisa Raineri
'We are foster carers too'. The biological children of foster families as young
caregivers
Relational social work in social and family networks
2:00pm - 6:30pm – Via Nirone, 15 – Room N.110
Chair: Fabio Folgheraiter
Maria Luisa Raineri – Fabio Folgheraiter
Are self-help and mutual aid possible between people with different
problems? A small corporate welfare experiment
Elena Cabiati
Relational social work education and involvement of Experts by Experience:
messages from qualitative research
Camilla Landi
Family fostering as a relational practice. Quantitative research on the files
of the Youth Court of Milan.
Giulia Avancini
Receiving and giving care: two sides of the same coin. Participatory
research on the onset of dementia.
Francesca Cirillo
Community work in multi-ethnic metropolitan neighbourhoods. A study of
the processes of social inclusion among immigrant women in the Pioltello
area
Chiara Panciroli
The approach of participatory research. Recommendations from the
Relational method of Social Work
Francesca Corradini Making child protection decisions using a participatory approach. The
Family Group Conference model
Paolo Terenzi
The "Relational studies in sociology" network
Concluding the works: Pierpaolo Donati

Scientific Committee: Elisabetta Carrà, Paolo Terenzi
Scientific Secretary: Alice Zanchettin

